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Abstract—During the selling time horizon of a product category,
a number of products may become unavailable sooner than
others and the customers may substitute their desired product
with another or leave the system without purchase. So, the
recorded sales do not show the actual demand of each product. In
this paper, a nonparametric algorithm to estimate true demand
using censored data is proposed. A customer choice model is
employed to model the demand and then a nonlinear least square
method is used to estimate the demand model parameters
without assuming any distribution on customer’s arrival. A
simple heuristic approach is applied to make the objective
function convex, making the algorithm perform much faster and
guaranteeing the convergence. Simulated dataset of different
sizes are used to evaluate the proposed method. The results show
a 23% improvement in root mean square error between
estimated and simulated true demand, in contrast to alternate
methods usually used in practice.
Keywords-demand; estimation; inventory; revenue; inventory;
management; control; unconstraining; uncensoring

I.

INTRODUCTION

Modeling demand and estimating the true demand is crucial
in every inventory management system. Inventory
management systems rely on accurate demand estimating
methods [1]. In inventory management systems the demands
are usually observed in several periods during a selling
horizon. Due to inventory constraints the demand is truncated
in some periods, so only censored sales data are recorded.
Using this kind of data as true demand causes underestimation
or overestimation of true demands. If the companies
overestimate the true demand, then they may stock more than
the needs (overstock), so they eventually are forced to mark
down the prices to sell those merchandises, especially when the
goods are perishable or seasonal. If they underestimate the true
demand, they may stock less than the needs (understock), in
this situation they not only missing out on sales but also
loosing discount from their suppliers and customer loyalty, as
product availability is an important factor of customer
satisfaction [2]. In both situations the companies loose revenue.
Ignoring the correlation of demand between related products
leads to inefficient estimates of the true demand [3, 4].
Empirical studies show that an amount between 45% and 84%
www.etasr.com

of demand can be substituted [5, 6]. In [7], it is showed that the
cost of ignoring demand dependency is 1% higher than
ignoring censorship. To illustrate this problem, suppose that an
online library offers 2 types of books for each ISBN: 1-new
book, 2-used books and their quantities are 30 for new books
and 15 for used books. In this context, assume that 20
customers arrive and want to buy used books. However, due to
limited stock, just 15 customers will buy their preferable
product, and the other 5 customers should do something else.
In such a situation, the current information systems just
registers the successful sales and does not record any
information about unsuccessful requests, so the observed sales
are a censored view of true demand. Therefore, in such cases,
the sales data could not show the true demands. For example,
here the sales data show 15 requests (the observed demand),
but the true demand was 20 which is not visible. The observed
sales of new books are 20, again this observed sales could not
show the true demand because some customers bought new
books as a substitute for used books, so the observed sales of
new books are a mixture of true and substitute demand. As
foregoing example shows, the substitution will increase sales in
substitute products which are available. In the rest of the paper
this phenomenon is referred as recaptured demand.
Nevertheless, measuring true demands by using the available
sales data is not an easy task [8]. If the accuracy of forecasting
grows about 20%, the resulting revenue will improve about 1%
[9]. In [10], it was found that if we have a negative bias in
forecast, up to 3% of the potential profit may be lost. If the data
remain censored and we use them as the true demands, the true
demands will be underestimated, causing a spiral down effect
over time [11-13]. As a result, it is rational to look forward to
methods measuring the true demands from the available data
and use these data for forecasting and managing inventory
[14]. The process of finding true demand, which in literature is
called unconstraining, fills the gap between the true and the
observed demands, and its goal is to provide accurate data
required for the forecasting module [15]. In this paper, we
propose a method in order to unconstrain censored data or in
other word estimate true demand using sales transaction data in
a fast, accurate, and very simple manner. The proposed
algorithm is an extension of RDFSO algorithm which is an
iterative demand estimation algorithm considering stockout
[16]. As RDFSO, our method just needs transactional sales
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data and product availability, and does not assume any special
distribution for customer arrival, thus, it is non-parametric and
makes use of the advantages of not requiring any assumption
on the form of the distribution function. The proposed method
uses a simple heuristic approach to convexify the objective
function, thus the algorithm is fast and always converge. By
estimating substitute demand as well as true demand, the
problem of demand double counting is avoided. The
multinomial logit choice model is employed to model the
demands, and the choice model parameters are estimated by
applying an algorithm which tries to reduce the error between
the observed and the estimated sales data in each iteration. Two
types of datasets are used for evaluation: 1. A dataset with full
observation of demand occurrences and 2. A dataset with
censored observation of demands. Dataset 1 which contains
unconstrained observation is served as a benchmark to evaluate
our work.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

One of the most popular approaches to estimate substituted
demands is the multinomial logit model (MNL) and
expectation maximization (EM) is often employed to find the
customer choice model parameters. Authors in [17] applied a
discrete choice model to model customer behavior and found
the related parameters using EM method. In their proposed
method, they assumed a distribution function for demand and
then tried to find its parameters from the observed data,
indicating that their methods perform well. Authors in [18, 19]
utilized the idea of customer choice set to model the buying
behavior of customers. They applied EM algorithm to
unconstrain the censored data, not assuming a fixed arrival rate
for customers as is regularly done. Instead, they estimated a
demand function for each group of customers by analyzing
observed data. They tested their method on real data,
demonstrating that their proposed method just overestimates
5% and takes 10 to 15 iterations to converge, which makes it
suitable for real-world application. Authors in [20] proposed an
EM-based method estimating spilled and substitute demands.
Their method only needs the observed sales data, product
availability, and company market share. Their main idea is to
consider the problem as primary demand or customer first
choice. They supposed that each customer has a set of choices
with a primary or first choice. Each customer could buy his/her
first choice, and if the first choice is not available, the next
choice is substituted or leaves the system without purchasing
anything. Then they tried to estimate primary demands,
substitute demands, and no purchase count, using EM. In
revenue management setting, authors in [21] employed a
Double Exponential Smoothing or Holt Winter-based method
to find true demand using the observed sales. They compared
their method with naïve methods, PD, and EM and showed that
their method outperforms the others. Modeling customer
choice is a high dimensional problem and it is difficult to
dealing with, so to deal with its difficulty, many researchers
prefer to assume a priori distribution and parametric model
which they think is able to adequately capture choice model
behavior [22]. The side effects of all parametric approaches are
misspecification of the model and overestimation or
underestimation of true demand. Authors in [23] studied an
assortment planning model with substitutable products. They
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considered three types of substitution: 1-stockout based 2assortment-based 3-the customers select their favorite item to
buy from what they see on shelves. It is also assumed that if a
customer could not buy his/her favorite item, he/she will buy a
substitute product or leave the store. By this assumption, the
number of substitutions is limited and the problem is made
tractable. Then, a procedure for estimating substitution
parameters is proposed with a heuristic approach for solving
the assortment planning problem. Authors in [24] applied a
stochastic newsvendor model for perishable and non-perishable
items that jointly optimizes assortment and associated order
volumes considering storage constraints. Their method is able
to find the efficient solution for ordinary problem sizes in retail
using an optimal procedure and in case of large problem
instances a heuristic is applied to find near optimal solutions in
reasonable time. Using numerical tests, they showed that their
heuristic produces near optimal solutions and outperforms
heuristic of authors in [23]. They also revealed that considering
substitution effects has a significant impact on the total revenue
and solution structure. Authors in [25] proposed a method able
to learn demand using continuous observation of sale
occurrences in a Bayesian fashion. They have considered 3
types of observations: 1. Sales along with a binary variable
which shows the product availability status. 2. Continuous
observation of sales until the stockout happens. 3. Full
observation of the demand. They showed that in case of
continuous observation, a firm optimal ordering quantity is
greater than observation type 1, then with numerical results
they found that in continuous observation 76.1% of loss in
expected profit eliminates in contrast to type 1 of observation.
They assumed that the demand is independent, so they do not
consider product substitution in their work. Our paper brings
two main contributions to the literature. First, our work
contributes to the literature by introducing an easy-toimplement non-parametric estimation algorithm for estimating
multinomial logit choice model parameters in a reasonable
computation time and accuracy. Second, we also have devised
a heuristic to convexify the objective function which shortens
the execution time and guarantees the convergence.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Demand estimation under the customer-driven substitution
scheme is studied in this paper. In the customer-driven
substitution scheme, when the first-choice product of the
customer is not available on the shelf, the customer may
purchase, with a certain probability, another product in the
same category in lieu of his/her first-choice product. For
example, market A offers a category which contains 4 items.
Now suppose that a customer comes to buy a product in that
category, and with respect to features such as price, weight,
production date etc he/she prioritizes the items and chooses an
item. In other words, each customer faces a set of choices, and
then he/she arranges these choice sets based on their benefits
and chooses to buy the first item of that sorted choice set.
Suppose that customer B wants to buy a bottle of milk, then
faces the choice offered by Retailer A (Table I). He arranges
the items as C1-C2-C3-C4, meaning that the highest priority is
buying the product C1, then C2, and so on. If a customer could
not buy product C1, two conditions occur: the customer buys
the other product (substitute), C2, or leaves the system without
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purchase (denial). It is obvious that the number of sales of
products C1 and C2 could not show the real demand. If these
data are used as true demands and are fed into the forecasting
module, a spiral down effect will occur in estimation, and the
total revenue begins to decrease [11]. Retailers are interested in
recognizing how customers prioritize the products offered and
select an item to buy.
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By using (4), we can estimate the number of arrivals:
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TABLE I.
Items
C1
C2
C3
C4

PRODUCTS AND THEIR FEATURES OFFERED BY RETAILER A IN
A CATEGORY

Weight(liter)
1.5
1
1
0.85

Production date
2016-06-01
2016-06-01
2016-05-30
2016-06-01

IV.

Fat
1%
1%
2%
3%

Price $
1.2
1
1
0.75

DEMAND MODEL

We consider a firm that presents n products. Selling time
horizon is discretized and, indexed by t = 1. . . T, where T is
the number of periods or time frames between the time when a
product is presented for sale and the time it expires. The
periods could be different in length, for example period 1 may
be a day, but period 2 may be 12 hours. A set of products (Ct)
is offered in period t: Ct= (c1t, c2t, …, cnt). ojt is the number of
observed sales of product j in the interval t, and Ot is the
observed sale vector in interval t: Ot= (o1t, o2t, …, ont). In our
model each product ci has a fixed preference weight vi which
customers sort the products based on the product preference
weight, then choose the first one from the list if it was
available. The preference weight of no purchase is v0 =1. We
assumed that the preference vector is constant in each period
for all customers. Using these preference weights we rewrite
the MNL choice probability as in [26]:

P( j, t ) 



vj
ict

(1)

vi  v0

The probability of choosing product j which is not available
in period t is: P(j,t)=0. Based on no purchase preference weight
or v0 =1 the no purchase probability is defined as:

v0
1

P(0, t ) 
 ic vi  v0  ic vi  1
t

(2)

t

We are able to calculate the number of purchases in each
period using the number of customers arriving in period t or At.
The probable number of sales of product j in period t if all
products are available (true demand) is as follows:

d jt  P ( j , t ). At 

vj



n

v  v0
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Using the estimated number of sales, we could calculate
total sale in each period t as:

Et   jc d jt 
t
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The number of customers who could not buy their first
choice in period t is estimated by using:

st   jc d jt

(6)

t

The number of requests which choose class k as a substitute
in period t, could be estimated by the means of multiplying St
(the number of customers who could not buy their first choice)
by the probability of choosing class k:

rkt  st .P(k , t )  st .

vk
 jc v j  v0

, k  ct

(7)

t

The number of sales of product j in period t or ojt consists
of three components: 1- the number of customers interested in
product j as their first choice (true demand or djt), 2- the
number of customers buying j because their first choice was
not available (recapture or rjt), and 3- the number of customers
unable to buy product j as their preferred product (spill or Sjt)
[27, 28]. Thus, the demand mass balance equation is as
follows:
ojt = djt + rjt -Sjt

(8)

Equation (6) is used to compute spill and recapture. It is
also used to estimate the observed sales. It should not be
forgotten that at first we need the preference vector V to be
able to compute spill and recapture. Therefore, at first we try to
estimate the preference vector, and by using it along with
foregoing formulas the number of true demands, recaptures,
and spills is estimated.
V.

NPTDEA ALGORITHM

The nonparametric true demand estimation algorithm or
NPTDEA is an iterative algorithm which starts with an initial
value for preference vector and tries to make a better estimate
for preference vector in each iteration by minimizing an error
function which is the gap between estimated and observed
sales in each period:
e = ojt – ( djt + rjt - sjt)

(9)

The objective function which should be minimized is:

1
min( E  . 2 )
Vj
2

(10)

A. Analysis of Objective Function
To show the objective function is non-convex, assume a
firm offer two products A and B in ten periods. At the first 6
periods both of the products were available, but later only
product B was available. Based on foregoing equations the
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error function in the first 6 periods which all products were
available (so no spill and recapture exist) becomes:
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For each period t in [1..T]
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Compute no purchase:
For each product j in [1..n]

Also the hessian matrix is not positive definite. The 3D plot
of (11) is shown in Figure 1. In the last 4 periods which
product A is not available, because of recapturing spilled
demands, the error function is like:
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The value of v1 is not updated as product A is not available,
so we assume the value of v1 is set to its optimal value, then we
plot the error function by fixing v1 at its optimal value. The
plot is shown in Figure 2 and obviously is not convex and it is
ill structured.
B. Convexification Process
Because of the fractional terms in the demand equation (3)
the objective function is not convex. We made a simple
heuristic to make that function convex. As we said before, the
nonconvexity is because of the existence of the fractional term
in the demand function, so if we replace the denominator
(Σvj+v0) with a fixed value, the objective function becomes
convex. This value could be extracted from market share. We
have considered the market share the same as that in [29]:

M

v j

v0 1

v j  v0

 v j   / (1   )

(13)

Fig. 1.

The 3D plot of equation 11 (error function befor convexification)

Figure 3 shows the error function after convexification. The
initial value of preference weight for product j could be found
as:

 M
vj  
1 M


 / number of products


(14)

C. Pseudo Code of NPTDEA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ct: Set of available products in period t.
V: Preference weight vector.
U: Utility of products vector.
At: The number of arrival in period t.
Ot: The vector of purchases in period t.
M: The market share (if it is available)
Initialize :
Estimating vj
For each product j in [1..n]
Fig. 2.
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Plot of (12) by fixing the v1 at its optimal level.
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A sample of the simulated dataset is shown in Table II. It
is shown that in the periods 1 to 3, all products are available
and in the period 1 the number of sales for products C1 and
C2 is 26 and 17, and so on. In the period 1, the number of
arrivals to the system is 84, which is generated by a Poisson
distribution function with mean=80. During that period, 58
customers out of 84 customers buy the products, while the
other 26 leave the system without purchase. The number of
arrivals and no purchase is not visible in real-world
application. Thus, we separated these values in two lines
entitled Hidden Data. Each dataset contains 100 instances of
selling horizons, which each instance contains a category of
items and the number of sales of each product in that category
on every period. For example, in our 5X10 dataset which
contains a category of 5 products and 10 intervals, we have
100 instances of sales. This means 100*10*5 intervals or 5000
sales data records.
3D plot of error function after convexification.
TABLE II.

SIMULATION AND RESULTS

A. Simulation Process and Data
In this section the simulation process is described and the
data used for the evaluating of the proposed algorithm. The
simulation process is as follows:
i. Select a customer choice model. This is a predefined model
which some products and their preference weights. The
market share and customer arrival pattern is also defined.
This model may pick from real-world data or synthetic
datasets. For example, we have a model with products c1 to
c5 and the preference vector of V = (0.299, 0.199, 0.122,
0.092, 0.057). The market share is 43% and the customer
arrival in each period is simulated with a Poisson process
with the mean of 80. The no purchase preference weight is
v0 = 1 and the number of periods is 15.
ii. Use the selected model to simulate the purchase of products
in each period. By having the simulated number of arrivals
in each period, we are able to simulate the number of sales
for each product and the number of no purchase using (3).
iii. Apply product availability matrix on simulated sales from
step ii. The product availability info is in matrix format,
with the number of columns equal to the number of periods
and the number of rows equal to the number of products.
For example AVLi,j = 1 means that the product i is
available in period j and vice versa. This information could
be available exogenously or filled randomly. By applying
the product availability on simulated data, if the product i
was not available on period j (ie. AVLi,j=0) the simulated
sales of that product on foregoing period reset to zero (ie.
di,j = 0).
iv. By executing NPTDEA algorithm on the generated dataset
the preference vector is estimated.
v. Using estimated preference vector we are able to find the
true demand and to show the accuracy of proposed
algorithm when the estimated true demand and simulated
true demand are compared.
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Pro
ducts

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

13
15
13
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

11
6
7
9
10
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

1
8
3
5
8
4
9
NA
NA
NA

4
9
4
7
7
3
9
6
7
NA

5
0
3
5
2
2
4
1
9
3

No
Purchases

#Arrivals

VI.

A SAMPLE OF SIMULATED DATA FOR A SPECIFIC CATEGORY.

Hidden Data

Fig. 3.

42
42
43
67
56
74
71
67
74
81

76
80
73
93
83
83
93
74
90
84

NA means the product is not available in that period

B. Results
As a result of applying the NPTDEA algorithm on
simulated dataset, preference vector V is estimated. Table III
shows a sample of estimated preference vector in contrast to
the true value of preference vector which is used to generate
the simulated dataset. There are two favorable attributes for an
estimator: accuracy and precision. Accuracy is lack of bias and
precision is small variance. If an estimator is unbiased, then we
just look at its variance. If it is biased we sometimes look at the
mean squared error. As the Table III shows, our estimator has a
negative bias on estimated values and this is because of
changing the objective function to a convex form and the new
convex function is always below the true values. Table III
shows the mean square error and variance of proposed
algorithm for estimating the values of preference vector. As
Table III shows the values of MSE and Variance are almost
equal and this is because of the mean of the estimated
preference vector is almost equal to the true value of preference
vector. Figure 4 exhibits the box plot of estimated preference
values for 100 algorithm executions over simulated datasets.
The line in the middle of the box is the median. The box itself
represents the middle 50% of the data. The box edges are the
25th and 75th percentiles. There is some disk visible below or
above of some boxes which shows that in some cases the
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simulated sales were far from the regular values, so as a result
the estimated preference of that simulated dataset is far from
the median. Figure 5 shows the cumulative sum of simulated
demand, estimated demand, observed sales and estimated sales
over 15 periods for products c1 to c4.
TABLE III.

MEAN, VARIANCE AND MEAN SQUARE ERROR OF DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN ESTIMATED AND TRUE VALUES OF PREFERENCES.

Products
Preferences
TRUE
Value
Estimated Value
Mean
Variance
MSE

Fig. 5.

C1
V1
0.299
0.286
-0.0136
0.0012
0.0014

C2
V2
0.199
0.197
-0.0029
0.0007
0.0007

C3
V3
0.122
0.121
-0.0004
0.0004
0.0004

C4
V4
0.092
0.091
-0.0015
0.0002
0.0002

C5
V5
0.057
0.056
-0.0003
0.0001
0.0001

Fig. 4.

The Boxplot of preference values.

The cummulative sum of simulated and estimated demand, observed sales and estimated sales over 15 periods for products c1(a), c2(b), c3(c) and
c4(d)

It is obvious that estimated sales are always close, but a bit
upper than observed sales. One of the important aspects of the
simulation is that even hidden data not observable in the real
world are generated and thus the accuracy of the estimation
process can be evaluated better. To gain a better insight of the
results and of the accuracy of the proposed method we have
compared the results against two other methods which are
usually applied in practice: 1-expectation maximization or EM
and 2-Projection Detruncation or PD methods [15, 30, 31]. To
compare the results we have applied the three above methods
on a dataset for 1000 times, then the mean of root mean square
error for each method was calculated. The result of the
comparison is depicted in Table IV. The results show that our
proposed method outperforms EM and PD and has about 21%
to 23% improvement in root mean square error compared to
the other two methods.
TABLE IV.

ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR BETWEEN ESTIMATED TRUE
DEMAND AND SIMULATED TRUE DEMAND IN CONTRAST TO EM AND PD.

Methods
NPTDEA
RMSE
EM
RMSE
PD
RMSE

www.etasr.com

C1

C2

C3

C4

3.19

4.05

1.53

0.68

3.28

4.15

2.35

2.5

3.28

4.21

2.14

2.46

TABLE V.
Dataset

5X15
5X30
10X30
10X60
20X60

EXECUTION TIME FOR DIFFERENT DATASETS.

Execution Time for 100 instance(sec)
2.01
3.72
4.70
9.12
12.77

Different size datasets are used to show the efficiency and
speed of the proposed algorithm. At first we evaluated it with a
rather small dataset of 5 products and 15 periods. In this case
the algorithm lasts 2.01 seconds to estimate 100 instances. The
second dataset is composed of observed sales from a category
with 5 products and 30 time intervals. The third data set is in a
category having 10 products sold in 30 intervals. Our last and
bigger dataset consisted of 20 products and 60 time intervals.
For the last dataset the algorithm takes about 12.77 seconds to
solve 100 instances, which is very good for this size of dataset
in contrast to current demand estimation methods. Table V
shows the execution time for all five datasets. R revision 3.2.2
was used to implement the algorithm on a computer with an
Intel core2 Quad Q8300 and 4 GB of internal memory. Code
execution time is measured by proc.time() in R.
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VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a new approach for the estimation of
true demand. The demand is modeled using the customer
choice model. Transactional sales data, product availability and
market share are the only data used to estimate the choice
model parameters, which are customer preferences in a set of
substitutable products. Spilled and recaptured demands are
estimated alongside with true demand. The problem of double
counting demands in available products is resolved by
considering spill and recapture. Most current methods assume
an a priori distribution to estimate customer arrival in each
period, so they suffer from misspecification of the distribution
function and its parameters. Unlike these methods, the
proposed method is nonparametric and estimates customer
arrival in a simple manner. Numerical experiments confirm
that proposed method performs well in terms of speed and
estimation accuracy. Based on the simulation results, our
method improved root mean square error between simulated
and estimated demands by 23%, in contrast to other methods
such as PD and EM. For a rather large dataset, it estimates the
true demand, spill and recapture rather fast. We believe that the
proposed method could be a good replacement for current
demand estimation methods in practice.
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